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Swept-contrast visual evoked potential (VEP) techniques were used to measure the development of 
contrast sensitivity functions (CSFs) for achromatic and red/green isoluminant chromatic gratings. 
Subjects were infants of 8, 14, 20 and 32 weeks of age, and adults. Stimuli were 20 deg, 0.3-4 cyc/deg 
sinusoidal gratings, counterphased at 6 Hz and modulated through white. Achromatic and 
chromatic CSFs for all ages could be fit simultaneously with a double exponential equation of a 
common, Iowpass shape. Both achromatic and chromatic CSFs exhibited developmental shifts in 
both sensitivity and spatial scale. From 8 weeks to adulthood, sensitivity increased by 0.64 log units 
for achromatic gratings and by 0.91 log units for chromatic gratings, yielding an 0.27 log unit larger 
sensitivity change for chromatic than for achromatic stimuli. Spatial scale shifts were closely 
similar across achromatic and chromatic CSFs, and were consistent with the factor of about four 
predicted on the basis of changes in foveal receptor packing density and eye size. The question of 
uniform vs differential loss of sensitivity for chromatic vs achromatic stimuli at fixed spatial 
frequencies is discussed. © 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The development of spatial contrast sensitivity functions 
(CSFs) for luminance-modulated stimuli has been studied 
in infants by both behavioral and visual evoked potential 
(VEP) techniques. In young infants, contrast sensitivities 
at all spatial frequencies are greatly reduced in compar- 
ison to those of adults. As is the case in adults (Robson, 
1966; Kelly, 1983; Graham, 1989), the shape of the CSF 
varies with the temporal properties of the stimulus. 
Tested with stationary stimuli, CSFs tend to be bandpass 
by 2 months postnatal, with a peak that shifts toward 
higher sensitivities and higher spatial frequencies with 
increasing age (Atkinson et al., 1977; Banks & Salapatek, 
1978; Swanson & Birch, 1990; Peterzell et al., 1995; c.f. 
Boothe et al., 1988). Tested with moving or contrast 
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reversing stimuli, CSFs tend to be lowpass, but exhibit 
similar developmental shifts toward higher sensitivity 
and higher spatial frequency (Atkinson et al., 1979; 
Norcia & Tyler, 1985; Norcia et al., 1986, 1990; but cf. 
Pirchio et al., 1978). 
It has been suggested that within a single measurement 
technique and fixed stimulus parameters, the shape of the 
CSF may remain constant hroughout development on 
log spatial frequency vs log sensitivity axes. If so, the 
course of development can be described as a combination 
of shifts of a common curve, upward toward higher 
sensitivity, and rightward toward higher spatial frequen- 
cies or a finer spatial scale (Boothe et al., 1988; Movshon 
& Kiorpes, 1988; Wilson, 1988, 1993; Morrone et al., 
1993; Burr et al., 1996). 
At the theoretical level, shifts in sensitivity and spatial 
scale can be modelled on the basis of the known 
anatomical immaturities of the infant fovea (Yuodelis 
& Hendrickson, 1986). Reductions of contrast sensitivity 
of a factor of ten or more have been attributed to reduced 
photon catches in the immature cone photoreceptors; and 
changes in spatial scale of about a factor of four have 
been attributed to changes in foveal receptor packing 
density and eye size (Brown et al., 1987; Banks & 
Bennett, 1988; Banks & Crowell, 1993; Wilson, 1988, 
1993). 
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In most modern color theories, the early postreceptoral 
channels that process achromatic differences and red/ 
green chromatic differences both receive their inputs 
from the same two kinds of photoreceptors, the L (long- 
wavelength-sensitive) and M (mid-wavelength-sensitive) 
cones (Boynton, 1979). Thus, if the developmental 
changes in sensitivity and spatial scale seen during 
development are largely or entirely caused by immatu- 
rities at the photoreceptor level, these changes hould be 
the same for red/green chromatic as they are for 
achromatic stimuli (Banks & Bennett, 1988; Banks & 
Crowell, 1993). Conversely, any differential changes in 
sensitivity or spatial scale with age for achromatic vs red/ 
green chromatic stimuli would have to be attributed to 
postreceptoral f ctors, such as a differential development 
of sensitivity or spatial scale in the two different 
postreceptoral channels (Morrone et al., 1993). In this 
context, it becomes of interest o compare the develop- 
ment of infants' CSFs for achromatic and red/green 
chromatic stimuli. 
Cone contrasts 
A necessary precursor to comparing achromatic and 
chromatic sensitivities i the choice of a common contrast 
metric. One possibility is to specify both achromatic and 
chromatic ontrast in terms of instrument contrast, with 
100% instrument contrast being defined as the largest 
contrast that can be produced by the apparatus used. This 
approach is simple, but it has the disadvantage that the 
same instrument contrast will denote different physical 
contrasts for different apparati. A better alternative is to 
specify stimuli in terms of cone contrasts, or the 
modulations produced by spatial variations in the 
stimulus across a matrix of cones of each of the relevant 
types. Although there is no universally accepted rule for 
combining cone contrasts from more than one cone type, 
we will use the root mean square (rms) contrast of the L 
and M cones. 
When stimuli are specified in terms of instrument 
contrast, sensitivity to red/green chromatic contrast is 
typically poorer than sensitivity to achromatic ontrast. 
However, much of this difference arises because of the 
inherently low cone contrast produced by red/green 
stimuli. Cone contrast ends to be small for these stimuli 
because the spectral absorption curves of each of the cone 
photoreceptors are broad enough to be stimulated by both 
the red and the green portions of a red/green stimulus. 
When stimuli are specified in terms of cone contrasts, 
contrast sensitivities for red/green and achromatic stimuli 
are much more similar, and in adults sensitivity for 
chromatic stimuli can exceed sensitivity for achromatic 
stimuli, particularly at low spatial and temporal frequen- 
cies (Mullen, 1985; Stromeyer et al., 1995). 
Chromatic CSFs in infants 
Morrone et al. (1990, 1993) have recently reported the 
first CSFs for chromatic stimuli in young infants. Under 
their conditions (VEP responses to counterphasing 
tartans), both luminance and chromatic CSFs were 
lowpass and very similar in shape at all ages tested. 
Thus, this study raises the possibility that, at least when 
time-varying stimuli are used, the developmental con- 
stancy of CSF shape previously seen for achromatic 
stimuli might extend to encompass CSFs for chromatic 
stimuli as well. However, the data reported are for 
individual, longitudinally tested infants, and more 
systematic data on larger samples of infants are needed 
to describe the development of chromatic CSFs for the 
population of infants as a whole. 
Morrone et al. (1993) also reported that both 
luminance and chromatic CSFs shift in both sensitivity 
and spatial scale during development. Moreover, within- 
subject data from individual infants suggested that both 
the shift in sensitivity and the shift in spatial scale were 
larger for chromatic than for luminance-modulated 
stimuli. The magnitudes of the differences varied among 
infants, and were most pronounced at the youngest 
testable ages; i.e., at 8-15 weeks postnatal. As discussed 
above, such differential shifts in sensitivity and spatial 
scale cannot be attributed to optical or photoreceptor 
processes. Thus, the Morrone et al. study raises the 
interesting possibility that in addition to optical and 
receptoral maturation, changes in processing at post- 
receptoral levels may also play a role in the maturation of 
the CSF. 
Uniform vs. differential oss 
In the recent literature, the large sensitivity losses 
shown by infants for both achromatic and chromatic 
stimuli have provoked a variant of the above questions. 
The variant is stated in regard to the sensitivity 
dimension: do infants exhibit a uniform loss in sensitivity 
to both chromatic and achromatic stimuli, or a differ- 
ential loss of chromatic with respect to achromatic 
sensitivity? This question can be formulated quantita- 
tively in terms of chromatic to achromatic (C/A) 
sensitivity ratios [or, if the luminance-modulated stimuli 
are not achromatic, in terms of chromatic to luminance 
(C/L) ratios]. That is, a constant C/A sensitivity ratio over 
age would support the hypothesis of uniform loss; an 
increasing C/A sensitivity ratio over age would support 
the hypothesis of differential loss; and a decreasing C/A 
sensitivity ratio over age would support he hypothesis of 
a differential precocity of chromatic with respect to 
achromatic sensitivity in infants with respect o adults 
(Banks & Bennett, 1988; Brown, 1990; Teller & Lindsey, 
1993). 
In the context of the development of spatial CSFs, the 
question of uniform vs differential sensitivity is sub- 
ordinate to the question of changes in sensitivity and 
spatial scale. That is, developmental changes in C/A 
ratios at fixed spatial frequencies are completely 
determined by the shapes of the achromatic and 
chromatic CSFs and their changes in sensitivity and 
spatial scale. 
Schematic examples of different combinations of 
changes in sensitivity and changes in spatial scale are 
shown in Fig. 1. Figure I(A) shows the case of 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic examples of the effects of changes in sensitivity and spatial scale on chromatic/achromatic (C/A) 
sensitivity ratios at fixed spatial frequencies. CSFs for both achromatic and chromatic gratings are assumed to have a fixed 
lowpass hape for both infants (lower pairs of curves) and adults (upper pairs of curves). Solid lines: CSFs for achromatic 
gratings. Dashed lines: CSFs for chromatic gratings. (A) Uniform increases insensitivity with no changes inspatial scale. (B) 
Uniform increases ofboth sensitivity and spatial scale. (A) and (B) both predict constant C/A sensitivity ratios at all ages at each 
spatial frequency, consistent with the uniform loss hypothesis. (C) Uniform increases insensitivity with differential changes in
spatial scale. (C) predicts that esting at appropriately chosen spatial frequencies (arrowhead) will yield C/A sensitivity ratios 
that increase with age, consistent with the differential loss hypothesis. (D) Differential changes of sensitivity combined with 
uniform changes of spatial scale. (D) predicts C/A sensitivity ratios that increase with age at all spatial frequencies, consistent 
with the differential loss hypothesis. 
achromatic and chromatic CSFs of identical, fixed spatial 
scale at all ages, with age causing uniform increases of 
sensitivity for both achromatic and chromatic CSFs. 
Figure. I(B) shows the case of uniform increases of both 
sensitivity and spatial scale. Both of these cases predict 
constant (1:1) C/A sensitivity ratios at all ages and all 
spatial frequencies; that is, both cases predict data 
consistent with the hypothesis of uniform sensitivity loss. 
Figure I(C) shows an example of uniform changes in 
sensitivity and differential changes in spatial scale. In this 
case, testing at appropriately chosen fixed spatial 
frequencies will lead to a C/A sensitivity ratio that is 
initially low and increases with increasing age, i.e., to the 
appearance of a differential loss of chromatic sensitivity 
in infancy. Such results, however, would be more 
fundamentally attributable to the differential change of 
spatial scale than to a differential change in sensitivity 
(Teller & Lindsey, 1993). Finally, Fig. I(D) shows a case 
of differential changes in sensitivity and uniform changes 
of spatial scale. This case predicts C/A  ratios that 
increase with age at all fixed spatial frequencies; that is, 
data that would appropriately support the hypothesis of 
differential sensitivity loss. 
The question of uniform vs differential sensitivity loss 
has been investigated in several studies, both with and 
without compensation for presumed changes in spatial 
scale. Although there has been some controversy, our 
reading of the literature suggests that most of the data are 
consistent with losses that are either uniform (Banks & 
Bennett, 1988; Allen et al., 1993; Teller & Lindsey, 
1993; Teller & Palmer, 1996), or near-uniform to within a 
factor of two in either one or the other direction (Brown et 
al., 1995; Dobkins & Teller, 1996; see especially Brown 
et al., 1995, Fig. 6). 
Morrone et al. (1993), however, found a more complex 
pattern of results within individual longitudinally tested 
infants. As the CSF develops, the onset of responsiveness 
to lower spatial frequencies precedes the onset of 
responsiveness to higher spatial frequencies. Within the 
most extensively tested infants, at the onset of respon- 
siveness to each spatial frequency in turn, Morrone et al. 
found C/A ratios of about 1/10 in terms of instrument 
contrast (see below for conversion to cone contrasts). The 
C/A ratio at that frequency then decreased to a value of 
about 1/3 to 1/4 in instrument contrast over the course of 
about 10 weeks, and then remained constant up to 
adulthood. Thus, the Morrone et al. study suggests the 
existence of a transient differential oss of chromatic 
sensitivity, occurring near the onset of chromatic 
responsiveness for each spatial frequency. This pattern 
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of results is consistent with their report that within each 
age, chromatic CSFs are shifted in spatial scale toward 
lower spatial frequencies, with respect to luminance- 
based CSFs. In fact, Morrone and colleagues' transient 
differential loss could be of the general kind predicted 
from the example in Fig. I(C). 
Goals 
The fundamental purpose of the present study was to 
provide a set of systematic, ross-sectional data describ- 
ing the development of VEP-based spatial CSFs for both 
achromatic and red/green chromatic stimuli. Two 
experiments were performed. Experiment 1was designed 
to replicate the luminance CSF data of Norcia et al. 
(1986), in order to establish that we could obtain infant 
and adult sweep VEP thresholds consistent with the 
earlier literature. Experiment 2 was designed to yield 
both achromatic and chromatic CSFs on substantial 
samples of infants at each of four ages spanning the 8-32 
week age range, and in adult subjects. All ten CSFs from 
Experiment 2 were fit jointly with double exponential 
curves (Movshon & Kiorpes, 1988), in order to allow the 
separate stimation of CSF shape, changes in sensitivity, 
and changes in spatial scale. A partial report of these data 
has been presented previously (Kelly et al., 1995). 
EXPERIMENT 1: ACHROMATIC CSFS 
Methods  
The first experiment was designed to validate the 
present equipment and techniques by demonstrating that 
we could replicate the data from an earlier study (Norcia 
et al., 1986) using similar testing and scoring conditions 
at similar ages. In the Norcia et al. study, data were 
reported for four 25-28-week-old infants and six adults. 
Achromatic CSFs were measured with 10 deg, 80 cd/m 2, 
6 Hz counterphase gratings (7.5 Hz in adults), swept in 
contrast from 0.4 to 40%. In the present study, we tested 
12, 20-23-week-old infants and 14 adults, with 20 deg, 
80 cd/m 2, 6 Hz counterphase gratings, with similar sweep 
parameters. 
Subjects.  Adult subjects were laboratory personnel, 
including two of the authors (KB and JK). All adults had 
normal color vision by FM-100 hue testing and had 
corrected acuity of 20/20 or better. All adult subjects 
provided informed consent. Infant subjects were re- 
cruited through the University of Washington Infant 
Studies Subject Pool. All parents provided informed 
consent. All infants were born within 10 days of their due 
dates, had normal deliveries and no health problems by 
parent's report, and had no gross eye movement 
abnormalities. Infants with family histories of color 
deficiencies were excluded from the study. Each infant 
(except where noted) was tested in one session that lasted 
approximately 1 hr. 
VEP recording.  All electrodes were placed on the 
midline according to the international 10-20 system. The 
reference lectrode was at Cz (midway from inion to 
nasion), the active electrode was at Oz (10% from inion 
to nasion), and ground was midway between Cz and Oz. 
After the scalp was prepared with electrode paste (Redux 
paste, Hewlett Packard), the electrodes were attached to 
the skin with electrode cream (Elefix, Nihon Kohden) and 
cotton balls were placed over the electrodes to prevent 
drying. Electrode resistance was kept at or below 17 k 
ohm (typically 8 k ohms). The EEG was amplified by a 
Grass P511 amplifier with a gain between 10 k and 50 k 
(depending on the subject) and was filtered from 1 to 
30 Hz. An analog-to-digital board provided an additional 
gain of 10 and digitized the EEG at 67 Hz, which was 
synchronized to the vertical frame rate of the CRT. The 
digitizing modulation transfer of the computer and 
amplifier system showed that aliasing of frequencies 
above 30Hz was lower than 1%. On-line artifact 
rejection consisted of removing a complete sweep with 
amplifier saturation. 
Stimuli .  Following Norcia et al. (1986), the stimuli 
used for the experiment were horizontal sinewave 
gratings, square-wave modulated at 6 Hz (12 contrast 
reversals per second). An Apple Macintosh IIci (Apple 
Computer, Cupertino, CA) controlled the stimuli and 
timing while simultaneously recording the evoked 
potential. 
Stimuli were generated on an Apple monochrome 
monitor (Sony, Japan). The resolution of the video board 
was 8 bits. In order to generate low contrast gratings, the 
"brightness" control on the monochrome monitor was 
increased so as to introduce an added d.c. luminance 
component while altering the monitor's input voltage vs 
output luminance function. The net effect was to increase 
Lmi, relative to L ...... resulting in lowered Michelson 
contrasts. The mean chromaticity of the Apple monitor 
was a white (PC 104 and PC193 phosphors), with CIE 
x,y -- 0.293, 0.316. 
Procedure.  The swept-contrast VEP and data analysis 
procedures were similar to those described in detail by 
Norcia et al. (1986) and Norcia et al. (1989). A sweep 
trial consisted of presenting a sinusoidal grating of a fixed 
spatial frequency that was counterphased by a temporal 
square-wave at 6 Hz. For each sweep, the contrast of the 
grating was increased every 0.5 sec from 0.4 to 40% in 20 
equal steps of 0.1 log unit; the sweep, therefore, lasted a 
total of 10 sec. Spatial frequencies were presented in a 
random order in blocks of six sweeps (sometimes nine for 
adults; and rarely, fewer than six in infants if the infant 
was fussy). 
The viewing distance was 47 cm, and the stimuli 
subtended a visual angle of 26 x 20 deg. Subjects viewed 
the screen with natural pupils in a dark room. Adult 
subjects fixated a small dot on the center of the screen. 
Infants' fixation was maintained by dangling small toys 
in the center of the screen. Fixation was monitored by 
watching the corneal reflex of the monitor. EEG 
recording was interrupted when the infant did not appear 
to fixate the stimulus. When such an interruption 
occurred, a black and white cartoon figure appeared until 
the infant's fixation was restored. Then the experimenter 
toggled the computer to continue EEG recording by 
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FIGURE 2. Examples of contrast response functions. The VEP signal (solid line and solid circles) and the VEP noise estimate 
(dotted line) are shown, with the signal phase (solid line) plotted below each graph. Arrowheads on the abscissa indicate 
extrapolated thresholds. (A) Initial sweep data from a 20-week-old infant for a 2 cyc/deg achromatic grating. (B) Initial sweep 
data from an adult for a 4 cyc/deg achromatic grating. (C) Retest data from the same 20-week-old infant for the same grating. 
(D) Retest data from the same adult subject for the same grating. 
backing up 0.1 log contrast unit (0.5 sec.) of the sweep 
trial. Occasionally, the experiment was stopped for short 
periods for feeding, diaper changes, etc. 
Data scoring. EEG data analysis was patterned closely 
after that described by Norcia & Tyler (1985) and Norcia 
et al. (1986,1989). The VEP amplitude was obtained by a 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT). This DFT window 
extracted the amplitude of the 12 Hz component (signal) 
and the amplitude of the 14 Hz component (noise) over 
1 sec of the recorded EEG. The DFT window was then 
moved successively in 0.5 sec increments throughout the 
EEG record, resulting in 19 signal and noise amplitudes 
from the 10 sec EEG record. Each DFT window thus 
contained 50% of the data from the previous window. 
The overlapping DFT window increases the correlation 
between eighboring data points and provides a smooth- 
ing of the contrast response function (c.f. Norcia & Tyler, 
1985). The contrast at each corresponding DFT ampli- 
tude value was the average of the stimulus contrasts over 
the 1 sec DFT window. The average VEP amplitude was 
the vector average of the six sweeps. 
VEP contrast hresholds were estimated by linearly 
extrapolating the amplitude of the 12 Hz signal to 0.0/~V 
on a log contrast vs amplitude plot. Since the VEP 
response typically does not increase linearly over the 
entire contrast range, points chosen for the regression line 
had to meet several criteria, which are based on the work 
of Norcia et al. (1986, 1989). The criteria consist of: (i) 
the signal amplitude had to increase by 94% or more from 
the previous point. (ii) A minimum of three successive 
points had to have at least one point with a signal-to- 
average-noise ratio (S/N) of at least 3.0, and the other two 
points had to have a S/N of at least 1.5. Alternatively, a 
minimum of two successive points had to have a S/N of 
3.0 or more for both points. (iii) The amplitude of these 
points had to be at least 70% greater than the 
simultaneous (or local) noise. (iv) The phase had to be 
decreasing (since latency decreases with increasing 
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FIGURE 3. Results of Experiment h Achromatic CSFs. (A) Average 
achromatic contrast sensitivity in adults (closed circles) and 20- to 23- 
week-old infants (open circles). Data from Norcia et al., 1986 (their 
Fig. 2) are reploned for comparison: adults (filled squares) and 25-28- 
week-old infants (open squares). (B) Data from the present study are 
replotted with data from Morrone et al. (1993) for one adult (filled 
triangles) and one 21-week-old (open triangles). Asterisks how data 
for two adults (two conditions each) from Allen et al. (1993). Error 
bars from the present study plot + 1 SEM when larger than the symbol. 
contrast) by 70 deg or less, or, the phase had to be within 
+ 20 deg from the previous point. 
Results 
Sweep records and test-retest comparisons. Examples 
of sweep VEP records to achromatic gratings are shown 
in Fig. 2(A-D). In each panel, the upper plot shows the 
amplitude of the 12 Hz signal component (solid circles) 
and the 14 Hz noise component (dotted line), while the 
lower plot shows the phase of the signal with respect o 
the stimulus. Log contrast is plotted along the abscissa, 
which is also an index of time (10 sec in entirety). The 
extrapolated thresholds are denoted by arrowheads on the 
abscissae. Figure 2(A, C) show test and retest VEP 
responses of a 20-week-old infant to a 2 cyc/deg grating. 
Figure 2(B, D) show test and retest VEP responses for an 
adult subject to a 4cyc/deg grating. Figure 2 also 
illustrates two important factors that are used to define 
the estimated threshold. First, the signal begins to 
increase above the noise level; and second, the phase 
changes from being inconsistent to steadily decreasing 
and then remaining constant. 
Many of the infant contrast response functions are 
relatively simple, while the adult contrast response 
functions are typically more complex. For example, in 
Fig. 2(B), the signal from an adult subject shows a sharp 
drop in amplitude at -1.5 log contrast units and then 
increases again, to asymptote around -1 .0  log contrast 
units. Under our scoring criteria, the extrapolation tozero 
signal amplitude used the data points from -1.95 to 
-1.65 log contrast o estimate threshold (see Norcia & 
Tyler, 1985 for scoring non-monotonic VEP records). 
Figure 2(C, D) show retest records from the same 
subjects during a separate test session. In both of these 
cases the test-retest difference was within 0.06 log units. 
Additional test and retest measurements were taken in 
four infants and two adults at various spatial frequencies 
for both chromatic and achromatic gratings. On average, 
test-retest hreshold differences were 0.03 with a 
standard eviation of 0.33 log units. 
The mean CSFs for adults and 20- to 23-week-old 
infants are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3(A) shows the 
comparison of our data to those of Norcia et al. (1986). 
The infant data are remarkably similar while the adult 
data differ at most by about 0.3 log units. The good 
agreement between the two data sets indicates that our 
VEP technique is consistent with theirs in estimating 
VEP thresholds for luminance-modulated stimuli. 
Luminance CSFs from Allen et al. (1993) and Morrone 
et al. (1993) are shown in comparison to the present data 
in Fig. 3(B). The data from Allen et al. are from two 
adults tested with red/black and green/black gratings 
counterphased at 3 Hz at a mean luminance of 8 cd/m 2 
(see their Fig. 2). The data from Morrone et al. are from 
one adult and one 21-week-old infant (their Figs 10 and 
11, respectively) tested with red/black tartans counter- 
phased at 5 Hz at a mean luminance of 16.5 cd/m 2. 
Although spatiotemporal and chromatic onditions and 
VEP recording techniques varied considerably between 
studies, there is good agreement between these studies for 
adult sensitivity values in the range of 2-8 cyc/deg. The 
Morrone et al. data show lower sensitivity for their infant 
at all spatial frequencies, and for their adult at spatial 
frequencies below 2cyc/deg. However, 0.3 log unit 
higher sensitivity would be seen with a change in 
stimulus specification, as described in Footnote l. In 
that case, the infant tested by Morrone et al. would 
correspond well to the present data, and the adult would 
correspond to the present data at low spatial frequencies, 
but would be above the present data, and comparable to 
the data of Norcia et al. (1986), at the higher spatial 
frequencies. Alternatively, the observed differences 
between studies could be caused by the small sample 
size used by Morrone and colleagues; some of the 
subjects in our sample yielded thresholds directly 
comparable to those reported by Morrone et al. 
In summary, Experiment 1 demonstrates that our 
sweep VEP technique measures contrast sensitivities for 
achromatic stimuli that are consistent with data collected 
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from other laboratories with smaller samples under 
similar test conditions. 
EXPERIMENT 2: ACHROMATIC AND CHROMATIC 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITIES 
Methods 
In Experiment 2, thresholds were measured for both 
achromatic and chromatic (red/green) gratings, within 
individual subjects, at as many spatial frequencies as 
possible within a single session. All methods were 
identical to those of Experiment I unless otherwise noted. 
Subjects. A total of 82 infants were tested in 
Experiment 2. Infants were tested at four ages: 8 weeks 
(n : 13, mean age = 8.2 _+ 0.5 weeks), 14 weeks 
(n=21,  mean age=13.9 ± 0.5 weeks), 20 weeks 
(n = 26, age 20.2 + 0.5 weeks), and 32 weeks (n = 22, 
age = 32.0 ± 0.4 weeks). Five additional infants were 
excluded because there was no recordable VEP response 
to all stimuli---possibly because the electrodes lost 
contact during recording---or because of excessive 
fussiness. Elimination of five subjects out of 87 yields a 
subject retention rate of 94%. Eleven adult subjects from 
Experiment 1 also participated in Experiment 2. 
Stimuli. Chromatic and high-contrast achromatic 
stimuli were generated on a Barco monitor (Barco 
Industries, Belgium). Stimuli were either isoluminam 
red-green gratings, achromatic white-black gratings, or 
(occasionally) admixtures of red-green and white-black 
gratings. All gratings were modulated through a white 
(CIE x,y = 0.34, 0.36) at a space average luminance of 
40 cd/m 2. The manufacturer's published CIE x,y chro- 
maticities for the red, green and blue phosphors were 
(0.610, 0.342), (0.298, 0.588), and (0.151, 0.064), 
respectively. 
Color modulations were defined by the Derrington et 
al. (1984) modification of the MacLeod & Boynton 
(1978) color space. The blue phosphor was modulated in 
phase with the red component of the red-green gratings 
(L-M axis) in such a manner that the L and M cones were 
modulated proportionally in antiphase while keeping the 
quantal catch in the S cones constant. Modulation along 
the achromatic axis produced a proportional modulation 
of all three cone types. Additional uminance variations 
in the red-green gratings were created by modulating 
along axes intermediate between the L-M and achro- 
matic axes. Chromatic contrasts were swept from 1 to 
100% instrument contrast for all age groups. 
Owing to the limited grey-scale resolution of the video 
board (8 bits), achromatic gratings with less than 1% 
contrast could not be produced by the Barco monitor in 
the configuration needed to display the chromatic stimuli. 
Since the luminance thresholds of infants 20 weeks of age 
and older can be less than 1%, the Sony monitor used in 
Experiment 1was used to measure achromatic thresholds 
in these subjects. The range of achromatic ontrasts 
swept during each trial was 1-100% on the Barco 
monitor (8- and 14-week-olds), and 0.4-40% on the Sony 
monitor (20- and 32-week-olds and adults). The sweep 
rate was the same as in Experiment 1. 
The space-average luminance of the Apple monitor 
was twice that of the Barco monitor. Under ideal 
conditions--i.e., the square root law applied to an ideal 
observer (Rose, 1942; Banks et al., 1987)--contrast 
thresholds hould decrease by 0.15 log units (logl0v~) 
with the higher mean luminance. However, pilot experi- 
ments with 14- and 20-week-olds showed no systematic 
difference in thresholds measured on the two monitors 
(c.f. Shannon et al., 1996). 
The viewing distance was 47 cm for stimuli presented 
on the Sony monitor, and 75 cm for stimuli presented on 
the Barco monitor. This kept the field size constant at 
26 x 20 deg. As in Experiment 1, stimuli were square- 
wave modulated in counterphase at 6 Hz. This temporal 
frequency was retained for consistency with Experiment 
1, and because recent data from our laboratory show 6 Hz 
to be near the peak of the temporal CSF for behavioral 
testing in 3-month-old infants for both chromatic and 
achromatic gratings of low spatial frequencies (Dobkins 
et al., 1997). 
Stimuli were confined to low spatial frequencies, in 
order to minimize the effects of chromatic aberration 
(Flitcroft, 1989), and to remain within the limited acuity 
range of infants. Preliminary data indicated that no 
chromatic thresholds could be measured above 1.0 cyc/ 
deg in 8-week-olds under our conditions. Therefore, for 
8-week-olds, spatial frequencies of 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 cyc/ 
deg were used. For 14-week-olds and older, spatial 
frequencies of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2cyc/deg, and 
occasionally 4 cyc/deg were used. 
We attempted to measure both chromatic and achro- 
matic thresholds for at least three spatial frequencies in 
each infant in a single session. Unfortunately, due to 
fussiness, sleepiness, etc., not all infants could be tested 
on all spatial frequencies and both color directions. Data 
were retained if an infant completed data for both 
achromatic and chromatic gratings at at least two spatial 
frequencies. All infants met this criterion. 
Cone contrasts. The rms cone contrasts for the stimuli 
used in this experiment and that of Morrone et al. (1993) 
and Allen et al. (1993) were calculated from the 
published chromaticity specifications using the formula 
of Cole & Hine (1992). Our calculations of cone contrasts 
for the L and M cones for Morrone et al. (1993) and Allen 
et al. (1993) showed maximum rms values of 26% and 
27%, respectively. Thus, in these studies a C/L ratio 
approx. 1:4 in instrument contrast converts to a C/L ratio 
of 1:1 in rms cone contrast. The maximum cone contrasts 
available in our system, for red/green isoluminant stimuli 
modulated through white, were 8.7% and 17% for the L 
cones and M cones, respectively, for a maximum rms 
cone contrast of 13.5%. Thus, for our study a C/A ratio of 
1:7.4 in instrument contrast converts to a C/A ratio of 1:1 
in cone contrast. 
Choice of isoluminance settings. Results of a variety of 
prior studies strongly suggest hat infants' photometric 
matches are very similar to those of adults, especially in 
the medium to long wavelength portion of the spectrum; 
and that individual differences in isoluminance settings 
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TABLE 1. Scoring of chromatic swept-contrast VEP responses 
Age s. freq. scorable* 80%? > 100%2 Total 
8 weeks 0.3 9 0 2 11 
0.5 8 2 2 12 
1.0 6 2 4 12 
14 weeks 0.5 19 1 0 20 
1.(I 17 2 1 20 
1.5 16 2 2 20 
2.0 9 0 0 9 
20 weeks (1.5 24 0 1 25 
1.0 24 0 0 24 
1.5 18 2 0 20 
2.0 15 1 4 20 
32 weeks 0.5 15 0 0 15 
1.0 15 0 0 16 
1.5 16 0 0 16 
2.0 11 2 0 13 
*Number of infants scorable by standard criteria. 
?Number of infants scored at 80% instrument contrast. 
:)Number of infants scored at >100% instrument contrast. 
are small for both adults and infants (Maurer et al., 1989; 
Teller & Lindsey, 1989; Morrone et al., 1993; Beiber et 
al., 1995; Brown et al., 1995). Therefore, adult flicker 
photometric settings made in situ, under stimulus 
conditions similar to the conditions used in the main 
study, were used to set isoluminance values for both 
adults and infants in the main study. 
Four adult subjects were used for the flicker photo- 
metry. Stimuli consisted of chromatic 0.5, 1, and 2 cyc/ 
deg gratings, set to the maximum chromatic contrast 
available from the video monitor, and counterphasing at 
6 Hz. Twenty or more judgments were made at each 
spatial frequency. Subjects reported that the minimum 
flicker judgments were difficult at this temporal 
frequency, but judgments were nonetheless consistent 
from trial to trial. Standard errors ranged from 0.03% to 
1.4% but typically were about 0.4%. There were no 
significant changes in flicker photometric settings with 
spatial frequency over the range tested. 
As a further check on the validity of our isoluminance 
settings, VEP maxima and/or minima near the psycho- 
physical isoluminance point were sought in both 20- 
week-olds and adults. Swept-contrast VEP thresholds 
were measured for systematic luminance variations 
around the adult flicker matches. When contrast hresh- 
olds were specified in terms of rms cone contrast, no 
systematic threshold minima or maxima were seen at or 
near the adult psychophysical isoluminance point (but c.f. 
Allen et al., 1993 and Morrone et al., 1993 for stimuli not 
specified in rms cone contrast). Since no systematic 
maxima or minima occurred in the VEP measurements, 
the results of the experiment are probably not highly 
sensitive to the exact red/green ratio used. In any case, the 
adult flicker photometric settings were used to produce 
the chromatic stimuli used in the main experiments. 
Data scoring. Problems with VEP scoring arose with 
the use of chromatic stimuli, because the chromatic 
threshold sometimes appeared to be near the maximum 
available chromatic ontrast, especially for the youngest 
infants. The VEP scoring criteria described in Experi- 
ment 1 are stringent in that at least two above-noise data 
points are required to extrapolate to threshold. These 
scoring criteria limit chromatic thresholds in the present 
study to values less than 71% instrument contrast (9.6% 
rms cone contrast). Given these scoring criteria, seven of 
twelve 8-week-old infants did not produce a scorable 
VEP signal to one or more of the chromatic gratings, and 
of these, two infants did not produce a scorable response 
to any chromatic grating. We judged that the lack of a 
chromatic response was not due to a general recording 
artifact because all of these infants gave scorable VEPs to 
achromatic gratings (see Table 1), and because the other 
infants in the 8 week age group did produce scorable 
records with thresholds near the end of the available 
contrast range. 
Eliminating subjects without a scorable chromatic 
response has the undesirable ffect of biasing the group 
mean sensitivity toward higher sensitivity values. To 
avoid introducing a bias of this kind, we adopted new 
scoring criteria that produced a threshold estimate for 
each subject tested. When a subject produced a non- 
scorable VEP, we used a test based on the student's t- 
distribution to determine whether the signal amplitude at 
the highest available chromatic ontrast was statistically 
greater than chance. Specifically, the signal amplitude at 
the end of the sweep (Si), the grand mean of the noise 
estimate (Mn) and the standard eviation of the 19 noise 
estimates in the averaged sweep record (or,) were used to 
calculate a t-score, t = (S i -Mn)/a, .  The t-score had to be 
greater than 1.73 in order to be significantly different 
from the noise distribution (t(18) = 1.73 at the 0.05 level; 
one-tailed test). When the t-score was above 1.73 at the 
highest contrast, the infant was assigned a contrast 
threshold of 80% instrument contrast (halfway between 
the highest contrast and the next lower contrast). When 
the t-score was below 1.73 at the highest contrast, the 
infant was assigned a contrast threshold of >100% 
instrument contrast. This scoring scheme necessitates 
the use of the median, rather than the mean, to estimate 
group average contrast sensitivities; median statistics 
were therefore used throughout he analysis in Experi- 
ment 2. 
Fits of theoretical curves to CSFs. The CSFs were fit 
with double exponential curves (Wilson, 1978; Boothe et 
al., 1988; Movshon & Kiorpes, 1988). The curves were of 
the form: 
a(wb)dexp(-e~b) ,  
where ~J is spatial frequency. The four parameters of the 
double exponential functions are a (which allows vertical 
shifts of sensitivity), b (which allows lateral shifts in 
spatial frequency), c (which affects the high-frequency 
fall-off), and d (which affects the low-frequency fall-off). 
We note here that the parameter b does not denote spatial 
frequency directly. Therefore, we denote spatial scale 
values by the spatial frequency corresponding to the half- 
height (decrease of sensitivity of 0.3 log units) at the high 
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FIGURE 4. Examples of achromatic and chromatic ontrast sweep records in two 8-week-olds. The abscissae are plotted in 
units of log instrument contrast. (A) and (B): an example of an infant with robust achromatic and chromatic responses. (C) and 
(D) an example of an infant with a robust achromatic response (C) but a weak chromatic response (D). The chromatic threshold 
was scored as the average contrast of the last two data points (80% instrument contrast). Other conventions as in Fig. 2. 
spatial frequency roll-off of the CSF. The value of half- 
height is used instead of the parameter b on the ordinate 
of Fig. 7(B) (below). 
Double exponentials were fit jointly to the data from 
the five chromatic and five achromatic median CSFs, 
using several variants of an iterative minimization 
procedure patterned after that of Movshon & Kiorpes 
(1988). In Movshon and Kiorpes' approach, values of all 
four parameters are varied to provide a simultaneous best 
fit of a common curve shape to all members of a set of 
CSFs. Movshon and Kiorpes' procedure independently 
fits a and b (the sensitivity and spatial scale parameters) 
to each CSF separately, while c and d (the curve shape 
parameters) are constrained to be common to all 
members of the set. Their procedure, therefore, assumes 
that the curve shape is constant over age and experi- 
mental condition, and that the CSFs vary only in 
sensitivity and spatial scale. 
In the present case, two main fitting procedures were 
used. In the first procedure, we determined whether all 
ten CSFs could be described with a common curve shape, 
using identical spatial scale parameter values (b) within 
each age. Sensitivity (a) values were allowed to vary 
independently for all 10 curves. For this analysis, the 
chromatic and achromatic data for each age were initially 
combined, so that the program was forced to fit the same 
sensitivity (a) and spatial scale (b) parameter values for 
both curves at each age. The program then fit all five 
combined curves jointly with single values of the curve 
shape parameters (c and d). Finally, individual sensitivity 
values (a) were refit post  hoc  to each chromatic and 
achromatic CSF using a least squares criterion. In the 
second procedure, all CSFs were again fit with a common 
curve shape, but allowing independent sensitivity (a) and 
spatial scale (b) parameter values for all individual 
curves. 
Several other variants of the curve-fitting procedure 
were also tried. These included using curves initially fit to 
the adult data to fit all data sets. In addition, one of the ten 
data sets (the chromatic CSF at 32 weeks) is bandpass, 
and qualitatively different from the other CSFs. Since we 
expect chromatic CSFs to be lowpass and any age 
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FIGURE 5. Results of Experiment 2: achromatic and chromatic CSFs. The data points show median contrast sensitivity 
functions for all age groups. Filled symbols: achromatic stimuli; open symbols: chromatic stimuli. The arrowhead on the 
ordinate at 8 weeks marks the gamut limit for chromatic stimuli• Age is given at the top right of each graph. Sensitivity is plotted 
in rms cone contrast units. Error bars represent + 1 standard error of the median when larger than the symbol. 
variations to be regular with age, we judge that this curve 
is a statistical anomaly, probably largely caused by a 
rogue data point at 0.5 cyc/deg. In any case, this curve is 
poorly fit by all curves that fit the other data sets well. Fits 
were also attempted with this data set omitted from the 
curve-fitting procedure, and also with the single rogue 
point at 0.5 cyc/deg omitted. All of these variants of the 
curve fitting procedure produced negligible changes 
(always less than 0.1) in the resulting values of the curve 
shape parameters c and d. 
Results 
Sweep records. Figure 4 shows examples of sweep 
records for achromatic [Fig. 4(A, C)] and chromatic 
gratings [Fig. 4(B, D)]. Figure 4(A, B) show an example 
of an 8-week-old infant with scorable records from both 
achromatic and chromatic sweeps. Of the 35 chromatic 
sweep records, 23 were scorable by the standard method. 
Figure 4(C, D) show an example of an 8-week-old infant 
whose achromatic sweeps [Fig. 4(C)] were readily 
scorable, but whose chromatic sweeps [Fig. 4(D)] failed 
to fit the standard scoring criteria. However, the high 
point at the maximum instrument contrast provided a 
significant -score, and a chromatic ontrast hreshold of 
80% instrument contrast was assigned. 
Table 1 summarizes the numbers of subjects that 
required each of the special scoring criteria at each 
age and spatial frequency for chromatic stimuli. For 
achromatic stimuli, special scoring criteria were needed 
only for 20-week-olds tested at 4 cyc/deg. In that case, 
4 out of 15 infants were scored at 80% instrument 
contrast and 1 out of 15 was scored at >100% instrument 
contrast. 
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FIGURE 6. Results of Experiment 2: achromatic and chromatic CSFs. 
CSFs are plotted separately for chromatic (A) and achromatic (B) 
gratings. Solid and dotted lines show the best-fitting double 
exponential curves, with the sensitivity parameter (a) allowed to vary 
freely, the spatial scale parameter (b) constrained to the same value 
within each age, and the two curve shape parameters (c and d) held 
constant across all ages and conditions. Small differences in 
sensitivities for chromatic vs achromatic gratings within age can be 
seen by comparing across (A) and (B). 
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FIGURE 7. Summary of age changes in sensitivity and spatial scale. 
(A) and (B): Values of the sensitivity parameter, a; (C) and (D): values 
of spatial scale (the spatial frequency at half height of the CSF; see 
text). (A) and (C): Spatial scale variable within age (values obtained 
when the spatial scale parameter was allowed to vary between 
achromatic and chromatic onditions within age); (B) and (D): spatial 
scale fixed within age (values obtained when the spatial scale 
parameter (b) was fixed for the achromatic and chromatic onditions 
within age). Heavy solid line in (D): Predictions from Peterzell et al. 
(1995), matched to the data at the adult sensitivity value. 
If we used the data only from those infants who met the 
standard scoring criterion, and calculated means instead 
of medians, then average sensitivities increase in all 
groups that required special scoring. The largest increases 
in chromatic ontrast sensitivity are found for 8-week- 
olds at 0.5 cyc/deg (0.14 log units) and 1 cyc/deg (0.42 
log units), and in 14-week-olds at 1.5 cy/deg (0.12 log 
units). All other differences are <0.08 log units. 
Contrast sensitivity functions. Figure 5 shows a 
comparison of group median CSFs for achromatic vs 
chromatic stimuli at each age. Panels A, B, C, D, and E 
show data from 8-, 14-, 20-, and 32-week-olds and adults, 
respectively. The ordinates plot rms cone contrast for the 
L and M cones. Most of the CSFs appear to be lowpass or 
nearly so, for both achromatic and chromatic stimuli. The 
exception is the anomalous bandpass CSF for chromatic 
stimuli in 32-week-old infants (discussed in Methods). 
At each of the three youngest ages, absolute rms cone 
contrast sensitivities are quite similar for achromatic and 
chromatic gratings. However, among the 11 pairs of data 
points at these three ages, there is a trend toward slightly 
lower sensitivity for chromatic gratings (8 of 11 cases 
with one tie). At 32 weeks the similarity of sensitivity 
cannot be easily assessed because of the anomalous 
chromatic data. In adults, chromatic ontrast sensitivity 
exceeds achromatic ontrast sensitivity at all spatial 
frequencies tested (5/5 cases). 
Figure 6 shows the same data, plotted separately for 
chromatic vs achromatic stimuli [Fig. 6(A) and Fig. 6(B), 
respectively). The curves show the theoretical fits 
obtained by the first analysis described in Methods: i.e., 
by holding the spatial scale parameter (b) constant within 
age across achromatic vs chromatic conditions, but 
allowing the sensitivity parameter (a) to vary within 
age across conditions. The fits are reasonable, with all 
data points falling within 0.25 log units of the fitted 
curves. The best-fitting common value of the parameter c,
which controls the steepness of the high frequency fall- 
off of the CSF, is 0.87. The best-fitting common value of 
the parameter d, which controls the steepness of the low- 
frequency fall-off, is 0.06. Thus, the best-fitting common 
CSF is essentially lowpass. 
Allowing the sensitivity parameter to vary across 
conditions within age (as shown in Fig. 6) provided a 
statistically significant improvement in the fits, given the 
additional free parameters (F = 2.9, P < 0.025; see Neter 
et al., 1985, for the application of the general linear test 
between two models). In contrast, allowing the spatial 
scale parameter to vary across conditions within age, 
provided no statistically significant improvement in the 
fits, given the additional free parameters (F= 1.4, 
P > 0.25). Thus, there is no statistical justification in 
the present data for positing a differential shift in spatial 
scale for the development of achromatic vs chromatic 
CSFs. 
Sensitivity and spatial scale. Developmental changes 
in sensitivity and spatial scale are summarized in Fig. 7, 
under the two sets of curve-fitting constraints. Figure 
7(A) and Fig. 7(C) show the results when the spatial scale 
parameter (b) is allowed to vary separately for achro- 
matic vs chromatic onditions within age, as well as 
between ages. Figure 7(B) and Fig. 7(D) show the results 
when b is fit jointly to both achromatic and chromatic 
data within age, but allowed to vary between ages. 
Figure 7(A) and Fig. 7(B) show the variations in the 
sensitivity parameter (a) with age. For this parameter, 
both methods of curve-fitting yield relatively smooth 
growth curves for both achromatic and chromatic 
conditions. When the spatial scale parameter (b) is 
allowed to vary within age [Fig. 7(A)], the value of the 
sensitivity parameter a is lower for the chromatic than for 
the achromatic data, by 0.04 to 0.28 log units, at all four 
ages in infancy, and higher than for the achromatic data 
by 0.17 log units in adults. Fixing the spatial scale 
parameter (b) across conditions within each age [Fig. 
7(B)] results in a slight additional smoothing of the 
growth curves for the sensitivity parameter (a), and 
renders the value of a more similar across achromatic and 
chromatic onditions in most of the infant groups. The 
largest remaining difference between achromatic and 
chromatic onditions occurs in adults, in whom chro- 
matic sensitivity still exceeds achromatic sensitivity by 
0.17 log units. With the spatial scale parameter fixed 
within age, the overall change in the sensitivity parameter 
between 8 weeks and adulthood is 0.91 log units for 
chromatic gratings and 0.64 log units for achromatic 
gratings, for a differential change of 0.27 log units. 
Figure 7(C) and Fig. 7(D) show the variations in spatial 
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scale--the spatial frequency at half-height of the high 
frequency roll-off with age. When the spatial scale 
parameter (b) is allowed to vary between achromatic and 
chromatic onditions within age [Fig. 7(C)], the data for 
achromatic gratings yield values of half-height hat shift 
regularly toward higher spatial frequencies with increas- 
ing age. The data for chromatic gratings yield values of 
half-height with the same general trend, but with a major 
irregularity at 32 weeks due to the anomalous data at that 
age. Half-height values for chromatic gratings exceed 
those for achromatic gratings in four out of five cases. 
When b is constrained to be the same for both achromatic 
and chromatic gratings within age [Fig. 7(D)], the 
combined growth curve increases regularly with age, 
and closely resembles the growth curve seen for the 
achromatic data alone in Fig. 7(C). With b fixed within 
age, the overall change in spatial scale is 0.54 log units (a 
factor of 3.5) between 8 weeks and adulthood. 
Figure 7(D) also shows the changes in spatial scale 
predicted from changes in receptor packing density and 
eye size (Wilson, 1988; Wilson, 1993; Peterzell et al., 
1995). The changes in spatial scale shown in the present 
data for the achromatic gratings alone [Fig. 7(C)], and for 
both chromatic gratings and achromatic gratings com- 
bined [Fig. 7(D)], are generally consistent with these 
predictions. 
DISCUSSION 
Rel iabi l i ty o f  the sweep VEP 
The absolute and relative contrast sensitivity values for 
achromatic stimuli in the present study are very similar to 
those reported by Norcia et al. (1986). Our chromatic and 
achromatic ontrast sensitivity values are also within 0,3 
log units of those reported for adults and 7- to 8-week- 
olds by Allen et al. (1993), and to the values reported by 
Morrone et al. (1993) if Morrone and colleagues' 
contrasts are reported in component contrast terms. A 
test-retest agreement to within 0.2 log units in mean 
contrast sensitivities was also found for 20-week-olds for 
two separate samples (Experiments 1 and 2). Therefore, 
*The use of a tartan stimulus (Morrone t al., 1993) introduces some 
complexities of interpretation. First, the contrast of the stimulus 
could reasonably be specified either by the maximum contrast of 
the tartan or by the contrast of each component grating; these two 
specification systems will differ by a factor of 2 (0.3 log units). 
Morrone t al. chose the former option, with the result hat all of 
their reported contrast sensitivities could be increased by 0.3 log 
units Simply by use of the alternate definition of stimulus contrast. 
This choice of stimulus specification probably accounts for most of 
the factor of 2-3 difference inabsolute contrast thresholds between 
the Allen et al. (1993) and Morrone t al. (1993) studies. Second, a
tartan with 100% (maximal) contrast between its luminance 
maxima and minima is produced by component gratings with 
50% contrast; hus, the maximum available component contrast of 
a tartan stimulus is limited to 50%. The reduced component 
contrast limit imposed by use of the tartans could make it difficult 
to measure chromatic thresholds in very young infants. And third, 
the summation rule for combining two perpendicular gratings at 
detection threshold isunknown. 
the present study provides further evidence for the 
reliability of the sweep VEP technique for measuring 
group average CSFs in both infants and adults. 
On the other hand, in a small sample of subjects, we 
also found test-retest differences with a standard 
deviation of 0.33 log units. Thus, measurement error 
could be a significant factor in causing variations of 
results across studies, especially when sample sizes are 
small. 
Chromat ic  responses at the youngest  ages 
In most of the earlier studies of chromatic discrimina- 
tion, behavioral and eye movement techniques have been 
used. Under these conditions, most infants younger than 1 
month of age fail to make chromatic discriminations, 
while most 2-month-olds succeed in responding to large 
chromatic differences (e.g. Peeples & Teller, 1975; 
Clavadetscher et al., 1988; Allen et al., 1988; Teller & 
Palmer, 1996; but cf. Adams et al., 1990; for reviews see 
Teller & Bornstein, 1987; Brown, 1990). 
Using the present VEP techniques and stimuli, we 
found it difficult to measure chromatic ontrast sensitiv- 
ity in many 8-week-old infants. Morrone et al. (1993) 
also could not record responses to chromatic stimuli from 
infants younger than 6-9 weeks of age (and cf. Rudduck 
& Harding, 1994). On the other hand, Allen et al. (1993) 
reported relatively good chromatic ontrast sensitivity in 
some 2- to 7-week-olds, but did not report he numbers of 
infants unsuccessfully tested. The major reason for the 
observed differences between the Allen et al. and 
Morrone et al. VEP experiments i probably the use of 
tartan stimuli by Morrone et al., with the consequent 
reduction in the available component contrast range.* 
Other possibilities include minor differences in tech- 
nique, or (more probably) data selection and/or the 
variability associated with small samples. 
In the present experiment, our difficulty in recording 
VEP chromatic thresholds in 8-week-olds probably stems 
from our use of a relatively high temporal frequency 
(6 Hz), and from our decision to use modulation through 
white, with its consequent reduction in the maximum 
available contrast for chromatic stimuli. Measurement of 
the earliest onset of VEP responses to chromatic stimuli 
will probably require the use of low temporal and spatial 
frequencies or onset-offset stimuli (Murray et al., 1987; 
Rabin et al., 1994; Morrone et al., 1996), in combination 
with large chromatic fields (Packer et al., 1984; Adams et 
al., 1990) of the highest possible chromatic contrast. 
Future enhancements to video technology should provide 
higher luminances and higher chromatic contrasts, and 
allow a more definitive examination of the absolute time 
of onset of sensitivity to chromatic differences. 
Shapes o f  achromat ic  and chromat ic  contrast  sensit ivity 
funct ions  
In the present study, CSFs for both achromatic and 
chromatic stimuli were tested at five ages: 8, 14, 20 and 
32 weeks and adulthood. All five achromatic CSFs and 
four of the five chromatic CSFs could be well fit by a set 
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of double exponential curves with a common lowpass 
shape. Our data thus lend further support o the earlier 
suggestion (Boothe et al., 1988; Wilson, 1988; Movshon 
& Kiorpes, 1988) that within fixed stimulus conditions 
CSFs at all ages are well described by curves of a 
common shape, with developmental changes confined to 
upward shifts in sensitivity and rightward shifts in spatial 
scale. Moreover, our data support the suggestion of 
Morrone et al. (1993) and Burr et al. (1996) that for 
counterphased stimuli, this rule can be extended to 
encompass fitting both achromatic and chromatic CSFs 
with a fixed lowpass curve. 
Changes in sensitivity 
As shown in Fig. 7(A) and Fig. 7(B), the value of the 
sensitivity parameter, a, increases with age for both 
conditions and both scoring approaches. Chromatic 
sensitivity is slightly lower than achromatic sensitivity 
in infancy, and slightly higher than achromatic sensitivity 
in adulthood, with the result hat the overall change in the 
sensitivity parameter is 0.27 log units larger for 
chromatic than for achromatic gratings. The present data 
thus support he suggestion of Morrone et al. (1993) that 
there are differential changes in the sensitivity parameter 
with age, in the direction that chromatic sensitivity starts 
lower than achromatic sensitivity, but has a faster growth 
rate. These differential changes are, however, small, and 
remain consistent with our earlier generalization that 
changes in sensitivity for achromatic and chromatic 
gratings are uniform to within about a factor of two. In 
any case, these differential changes are small compared 
to the 0.64 and 0.91 log unit changes in absolute 
sensitivity seen for achromatic and chromatic gratings 
respectively [Fig. 7(B)]. 
The elevated sensitivity to chromatic modulation in 
adults is consistent with earlier data showing that in 
adults, pattern-onset VEP amplitudes to isoluminant 
chromatic stimuli can be larger than pattern-onset VEP 
amplitudes for achromatic stimuli, even though the latter 
have higher rms cone contrasts (Murray et al., 1987; 
Rabin et al., 1994; J. Kelly, personal observation). 
Changes in spatial scale 
As shown in Fig. 7(C) and Fig. 7(D), values of spatial 
scale, as characterized by the spatial frequency at half- 
height at the high spatial frequency roll-off, increase 
systematically with age for the achromatic stimuli. When 
the spatial scale parameter b is allowed to vary separately 
for achromatic and chromatic CSFs within age [Fig. 
7(C)], the irregularities caused by the anomalous 
chromatic data at 32 weeks preclude any very definite 
conclusions concerning spatial scale changes for chro- 
matic CSFs. However, chromatic spatial scale exceeds 
achromatic spatial scale in four of the five age groups. 
When b is constrained to be constant across conditions 
within age [Fig. 7(D)], values of spatial scale vary 
systematically with age, in good agreement with the 
values seen for the achromatic data alone in the earlier 
analysis. 
As stated in the Results section, allowing the spatial 
scale parameter to vary across conditions within age 
provided no statistical improvement in the fits of the 
double exponential curves to the data. Moreover, there is 
good agreement between the values obtained by holding 
the spatial scale parameter constant within age, and the 
values of spatial scale predicted from changes in receptor 
packing density and eye size (Brown et al., 1987; Wilson, 
1988, 1993; Peterzell et al., 1995) and observed for 
luminance-modulated stimuli in earlier studies (Peterzell 
et al., 1995; Peterzell & Teller, 1996; cf. Boothe et al., 
1988; Morrone et al., 1993). For these reasons, we favor 
the conclusion that the spatial scale parameter varies 
uniformly with age, but a small superiority of chromatic 
to achromatic spatial scale cannot be ruled out by the 
data. This trend is in the opposite direction to the trend 
reported by Morrone et al. (t993). 
Uniform vs differential oss 
We now return to the question of uniform vs 
differential loss; i.e., to possible developmental changes 
in the C/A sensitivity ratio at fixed spatial frequencies. 
We have argued above that this question is derivative, in 
the sense that changes in C/A sensitivity ratios at fixed 
spatial frequencies are fully determined by the shapes and 
locations of achromatic and chromatic CSFs. If achro- 
matic and chromatic CSFs can be well fit by the curves of 
the same shape, and with identical sensitivity and spatial 
scale parameters within age, then C/A sensitivity ratios at 
all fixed spatial frequencies must be constant, implying 
uniform developmental losses of sensitivity in infants 
with respect o adult values [Fig. I(A)]. Our data show 
small, but perhaps meaningful, departures from this 
simplest case. 
Figure 7(B) shows that sensitivity changes more for 
chromatic than for achromatic stimuli; the difference is 
small---less than 0.3 log units, or a factor of two---but 
statistically meaningful. On the other hand, the value of 
the spatial scale parameter b shows no statistically 
meaningful differences between achromatic and chro- 
matic stimuli within age. Overall, the data most closely 
resemble the case shown in Fig. 1(D)---differential 
changes in sensitivity, but uniform changes in spatial 
scale--except that for adults the chromatic urve (the 
dotted line) should be slightly above the achromatic 
curve (solid line) to mimic our data. 
In summary, this analysis suggests increasing C/A 
sensitivity ratios between infancy and adulthood at all 
fixed spatial frequencies. Thus, in classical terms, the 
analysis suggests a small differential loss of chromatic, 
with respect o achromatic, sensitivity in infants with 
respect o adults. However, the non-systematic nature of 
the variation in sensitivity seen in infancy in the present 
data leaves open the possibility that the largest change in 
C/A ratio occurs between 20 to 32 weeks and adulthood. 
Thus, the time course of these changes may be entirely 
different from the time course of the transient differential 
loss of chromatic sensitivity reported by Morrone et al. 
(1993). 
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An important difference between our experiment and 
that of Morrone et al. (1993) is that our data are cross- 
sectional while their most compelling demonstrations of 
differential loss come from longitudinal testing. It 
remains entirely possible, as suggested by Morrone et 
al., that the largest differential osses occur only very 
briefly at the onset of responsiveness to chromatic 
contrast at each spatial frequency within each individual 
infant, and would be obscured in cross-sectional studies 
such as ours. Further longitudinal data will be needed to 
address this question. 
The data in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are also consistent with the 
earlier finding (Boothe et al., 1988; Norcia et al., 1990) 
that for fixed spatial frequencies, achromatic ontrast 
sensitivity becomes adult-like more rapidly at low than at 
high spatial frequencies. However, Norcia et al. (1990) 
found that achromatic ontrast sensitivity at 0.25-1 cyc/ 
deg approaches adult values at about 10 weeks, while it 
approaches adult values only at about 20 weeks or later in 
the present study. Possible reasons for this discrepancy 
are that Norcia et al. collected their data at a higher mean 
luminance than that used in the present study (220 cd/m 2 
vs 40 and 80 cd/m2), recorded the EEG with two channels 
rather than one, and used the best sensitivity obtained on 
any individual sweep trial or from the vector average of 
all sweep trials for each spatial frequency, whereas we 
used the average of six sweeps. In any case, the earlier 
maturation of sensitivity at low spatial frequencies 
probably arises more fundamentally from the combina- 
tion of shifts in sensitivity and shifts in spatial scale than 
from a differential maturation rate for different spatial 
frequencies per  se. 
Luminance  artifacts" 
Finally, in studies of color vision it is important o 
distinguish between two concepts: the response of a 
subject to isoluminant chromatic stimuli, and the 
physiological channels that mediate that response. That 
is, a number of factors such as chromatic aberration, rod 
intrusion, differential delays in the signals from different 
cone types, neural nonlinearities such as frequency 
doubling, non-uniformity of null points among individual 
neurons, and variations of one or more of these factors 
with eccentricity, can cause chromatic stimuli to create 
an unintended modulation in achromatic hannels (see 
Cavanagh & Anstis, 1991; Teller & Palmer, 1996; and 
Dobkins & Teller, 1996 for further discussion). If this 
modulation is large enough, it may be more detectable to 
the subject than is the modulation in the chromatic 
channels, and may underlie the subject's detection 
threshold for chromatic stimuli. Recent evidence from 
our laboratory (Dobkins & Teller, 1996; Dobkins et al, 
1997) suggests that in infants, for the case of temporally 
modulated stimuli, both luminance and chromatic on- 
trast thresholds may be mediated by the same physiolo- 
gical mechanism. As is the case in adults, exacting 
additional work will be needed to sort out the neural 
bases of the signals that underlie CSFs for isoluminant 
chromatic stimuli in infant subjects. 
In an analysis to be reported separately (Peterzell et al., 
1996), we have found evidence to suggest that our 
achromatic and chromatic stimuli produce signals in 
different psychophysically defined channels. Previous 
investigators have used the covariance structures under- 
lying individual differences to examine and separate 
different spatiotemporal channels in adults (Sekuler et 
al., 1984) and infants (Peterzell et al., 1995). We have 
extended this analysis to separate achromatic from 
chromatic channels. If modulations in an achromatic 
channel control the thresholds measured with chromatic 
as well as achromatic stimuli, then chromatic and 
achromatic thresholds should be correlated at each 
spatial frequency. In fact, the analysis revealed spatial 
frequency tuned channels underlying the chromatic CSFs 
that are uncorrelated with the spatial channels underlying 
the achromatic CSFs, at least below 1 cyc/deg. 
SUMMARY 
In summary, our data remain consistent with the 
suggestion of Morrone et al. (1993) that throughout 
development, both achromatic and red/green chromatic 
CSFs for counterphased gratings can be described by a 
single iowpass function. Like Morrone et al., we see a 
slightly lower initial sensitivity, and a slightly faster 
maturation rate for chromatic than for achromatic CSFs. 
Unlike Morrone et al., within each age our achromatic 
and chromatic data are well fit by CSFs with the same 
values of spatial scale, with (if anything) the spatial scale 
for chromatic CSFs exceeding that for achromatic CSFs 
in infancy. 
Exacting work with substantial samples of infants will 
be needed to further refine our understanding of 
developmental changes in achromatic and chromatic 
CSFs. Moreover, longitudinal data on individual infants 
will be needed to probe for the transient differential 
losses of chromatic sensitivity seen at the onset of a 
chromatic VEP response at each spatial frequency, as 
reported in earlier work (Morrone et al., 1993). 
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